Presenting the Olympus Wastewater Analysis Microscope Systems 
a choice that lets you customize for the capabilities you need most.

Olympus B-Max 40 Series
Microscope System
Olympus CHS Binocular
laboratory Microscope
There's no doubt that the most accurate,
efficient way to monitor wastewater is
microscopically. And now Olympus lets you
choose between the unique new Olympus
B-Max 40 or the p roven Olympus CHS to
ensum you get the ideal instrument for your
specific applications.

Extra comfort Extra convenience.
No extra cost.
Whether you build your Wastewater
Inspection System around the new B-Max
40 Trinocular PhotoNideo Microscope, or
the CHS Binocular Laboratory Microscope,
it'll feel like a true custom-made system.
One with new efficiency, accuracy, speed
and ease of use that costs no more than a
general-purpose microscope.
Superior Optics
The B-Max 40 boasts enhanced contrast
and resolution through the use of superb
new LJ.I.S. Infinity-corrected System Phase
Coni rastlBrightfield objectives. While CHS
delivers its own high Ilevel of fast, accurate
identification and sizing using LB Phase
ContrastlBrightfield objectives.
Both systems feature the unique Olympus
Wastewater Reticle""(OWR). It's mounted in
a focusable 10X widefield high-eyepoint
eyepiece and can actually cut your floccula
tion counting/sizing time by a startling 90%.

Superior ergonomics
Olympus microscope systems are monuments
to ergonomic design. With controls and
adjustments that allow the operator to sit and
work in a natural, comfortable position.

a-Max 40 Wastewater Trinocular
PhotoNIdeo Microscope
• ReVOlutionary new "Y" shaped stand
provides unsurpassed stability and a smaller
footprint for an uncluttered work surface.
• New ergonomics include ultra-low posi
tioned coax,ial coarse/1 micron fine focus
ing knobs. This positions your forearms
and hands on the table surface for maxi
mum support and comfort.

The difference is clear - Olympus PL Phase
Contrast Objectives show a vast improvement over
typical brightfield microscope illumination, and
Wastewater Reticle calibrations cut particle counting
and sizing time by 90%.

• Trinocular Observation Tube, with WH1 Ox
eyepieces, provides a 21 % extended
22mm standard field-of-view and accepts
either photomicrographic documentation
accessories, such as the Olympus PM20
auto-exposure system, SC-35 camera or a
video system for group observation/image
storage. A dual tube accessory even
allows mounting photo and video systems
simultaneously.

• Rectangular Rotatable Mechanical Stage
with low-positioned coaxial controls and
wear- resistant ceramic coated platform.
• High-intensity 6V/30W halogen Koehler
illumination, with control panel easi ly
visible using only the slightest movement
of the eye from the eyepiece.
• Reversed quintuple nosepiece and U.I.S.
series flatfield achroma! infinity-corrected
Phase Contrast Objectives.
• Turret condenser for Brightfield. Darkfield,
Phase Contrast.
• Stage Focus Lock : This limit on the coarse
focus travel avoids "crashing" your slides at
high magnification. It also allows you
to lower the stage, change slides, and
rack- up the stage to stop in focus!
• Unique Olympus Wastewater Eyepiece
Reticl e lets you make quick work of
particle identification and counting.

CHS Wastewater System Binocular
Microscope
• CHS Microscope stand with enough "heft"
to form a solid, stable platform for your
Wastewater Analysis.
• Rectangular Mechanical Stage, with
low-positioned coaxial X and Y axes
mechanical controls.
• Binocular Observation Tube with 45 degree
eyepiece inclination.
• Olympus PL Phase Contrast Objectives
and Phase Turret Condenser allow you to
easily visualize unstained transparent or
translucent specimens, such as filamentous
organisms, against a light background .
• Un ique Olympus Wastewater Eyepiece
Reticle lets you make quick work of
particle identification and counting .

• Built-in 6V/20W Halogen Illuminator for
that extra brightness needed for critical
high-magnification phase contrast
examination.
• Conven ient Continuously Variable Light
Intensity Control.
• Quadruple Ball-Bearing Nosepiece for ·
years of trouble-free heavy-duty use.
• Stage Focus Lock: This limit on the coarse
focus travel avoids "crashing" your slides
at high magnification. It also allows you to
lower the stage, change slides, and rack
up the stage to stop in focus'

The New B-Max 40 Wastewater
Analysis Trinocular PhotoNideo
Microscope Model BX40-11W
consisting of:

BX40 Microscope V-shaped high-stability
stand with new ergonomic positioning of
coaxial coarse and fine focus knobs to
allow support of user's forearms and hands
on table surface. Heavy-duty ni-chrome
plated steel rack and pinion coarse focus
gears with adjustable tension control and
focus lock mechanism; 1-micron fine focus
sensitivity. Inward-facing quintuple RMS
thread nosepiece. LED voltage display,
illuminated on/off and intensity pre-set
switches ergonomically positioned on
control panel in right "wing" of stand ,
6V/30W halogen transmitted light
illuminating system with field diaphragm
for Koehler illumination; DC power supply
mounted vertically in left ''wing'' of stand,
6V/30W halogen lamp socket and 2 bulbs,
power cord , protective dust cover.

U-TR30 Trinocular Siedentopf-type
Observation Tube for 22mm field of view,
with 30 degree eyepiece Inolination, WH10X
eyepieces, OWR Eyepiece Reticle and U
SPT Single Photo Tube. Rectangular gradu
ated mechanical stage with adjustable
torque for low-pOSition coaxial controls,
52mm x 76mm travel, 180mm x 135mm
ceramic coated wear-resistant platform,
rotatable 232 degrees. Phase Turret
Condenser with centerable annuli for Phase
1, 2 & 3 positions, darkfield slop and "0"
position with aperture iris for brightfield.
Flatfield Achroma! 10X. 20X, 40X, & 100X
oil Phase Contrast u.I.S. Infinity-corrected
objectives ; Phase Centering Telescope.
45mm IF550 interference green glass filter
#9-B323 .

CHS Wastewater Analysis Binocular
Microscope Model CHS-11 W
consisting of:

CHS Microscope Stand with stable frame,
attached 153mm x 124mm stage plate,
attachable 50mm x 76mm travel graduated
mechanical stage with low-position controls.
Adjustable coarse focus tension and stage
focus lock. Quadruple ball bearing RMS
thread nosepiece. Built-in 6V/20W halogen
transmitted light illumination system with
graduated light intensity control wheel,
in-base transformer and lamp socket.
6V/20W halogen bulb, power cord, dust
cover. CH-Bi45 Binocular Observation Tube
with 45 degree eyepiece inclination and
high transmission coated prisms .

Left eyepiece tube with variable diopter
adjustment, right tube notched for locator
screw of WHK10X-H fOCUSing eyepiece with
OWR reticle. WHK10X eyepiece, Phase
Turret Condenser with centerable annuli for
Phase 10X, 20X. 40X and 100X
positions and "0" pOSition With aperture
iris for brightfield. 45mm IF550 Interference
green glass filter. 0 Achroma! LB Series
10X, 40X , 100X oil Phase Contrast
objectives; Centering Telescope for Phase
Contrast, "Denim Look" nylon carrying case.

. Optio nal Accessories for Model CHS

Photomicrographic Accessories for B-Max 40
Cat. No.
7-C545

2-U720
2-U730
7-C563

r-

7-C564

7-C546

Description
"t:: adapler to mount an Olympus OM Series single lens reflex
or motorized Model SC-35 camera body on the U-SPT single
photo tube .
2.5X Photo Projection Eyepiece.
or
3.3X Photo Projection Eyepiece
SC-35 Camera Body with built-In auto-exposure controls and
motorized film advance (requires 4 AAA batteries - not included)~_
M Remote Shutter Release Cord for SC-35, with 4 h. cord.
Recommended to eliminate vibration caused by manually
depressing shutter release.
Varimagni Right-Angle Finder. Provides 1.2X or 2.5X additional
magnification for OM-4T or SC-35 camera viewfinder. Diopter
corrections +3 to -7.

Cat_ No_

Description

1-LP140
8-C405

Phase contrast PL D Achroma! 20X Ilatfleid LB senes oblective.
6V/20W Halogen bulb.
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Trinocular Observation Tul:/e with 45° inclination.
7 -C545
"t..:' adapter to mount an Olympus OM Series single lens reflex or
motorized Model SC-35 camera body on the phOIO port of the
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cular observation tube.
2-LC894
NFK 2.5X-LD Photo PrOjection Compensating Eyepiece.
or
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Photo Projection Compensating Eyepiece.
7-C563
SC -35 Camera Body with built-in auto-exposure controls and
_ __ _...:.:._
motorized film advance (requires 4 AAA batteries  not includedl:...
7-C564

P--
For a complele selection of Olymp us PM1 0 Auto-exposure Photomicrographic
Camera System, please consult our separate PM ca talog. For in formation on video
components, please contact your Olympus Representative.

7-C546

M Remote Shutter Release Cord for SG-35, with 4 ft cord.
Recommended to eliminate vibration caused by manually
depressing shutter release.
Varimagni Right-Angle Finder. Provides 1,2X or 2_5X additional
magnification for OM-4T or SG-35 camera viewfinder. Diopter
corrections +3 to -7 .
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